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INTRODUCTION

When Lieutenant Colonel John By of the Royal Engineers arrived at the Rideau Falls in September 1826 to construct the Rideau Canal, the whole of the 125-mile-wide area between the Ottawa River at the Rideau Falls and Kingston on Lake Ontario was a veritable wilderness interrupted only by a handful of one or two family settlements and clearings scattered along the interior rivers. To guide his work, Colonel By had a rough sketch map made by the Royal Engineers in 1816, an early 1793 township survey of the lower Rideau River based on the work of Deputy Surveyor General Stegman of Upper Canada, and a preliminary survey of the proposed canal route completed in 1823-24 by a Canadian civil engineer, Samuel Clowes. Clowes' survey showed that a canal could be carried through the Rideau wilderness from the Ottawa River to Kingston via the Rideau and Cataraqui Rivers, but it would have to overcome a total elevation difference of about 443 feet -- 287 feet on the Rideau ascent and 156 feet on the Cataraqui descent.

According to instructions received from the British Army's Board of Ordnance, Colonel By was to prepare a detailed plan and estimate, and undertake the construction of, a gunboat canal on the route selected by Clowes. The canal was to have masonry locks 20 feet wide by 108 feet long on a five-foot-deep navigation which, in linking up with the several short canals under construction on the Ottawa River and the new Lachine Canal at Montreal, would provide a secure interior water communication for moving troops and supplies to the defence of Upper Canada in wartime.

The first task faced by Colonel By was the surmounting of the high rock cliffs where the Rideau Falls fell into the Ottawa River. After reconnoitring the Ottawa shoreline, he rejected Clowes' proposed canal entrance several hundred yards downstream of the falls in favour of a small bay a mile upstream. Sleigh Bay was at the base of a ravine stretching up through the cliffs to a height of 83 feet above the low water level of
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the Ottawa River. Once the new entrance valley was cleared, the canal survey commenced using the low water mark as the zero vertical datum. A new town — thereafter called Bytown — was laid out on either side of the proposed line of canal, and Colonel By sent his engineering staff to determine if the canal could be carried directly inland at the 80-foot level for a distance of about seven miles to join the Rideau River at the 100-foot level on a long stretch of deep stillwater, a short distance above the Hog's Back rapids.

In effect, re-locating the canal entrance to a natural ravine had saved a good deal of rock excavation up through the cliffs, but a preliminary survey then had to be undertaken to map the topography of the interior and route the canal through to the Rideau River in such a way as to minimize all excavating and embanking work, and hopefully avoid any change in level until the stillwater was reached. The survey was to be carried out by John Mactaggart, a Scots civil engineer who had worked under John Rennie on British canal construction projects. But in directing the Rideau Canal survey, Colonel By was to draw heavily on his own military surveying experience, and that of his engineering officers who were trained in the surveying methods in use on the British Army's topographical survey.

SURVEYING IN THE BRITISH ARMY

On the topographical survey in Britain, the Royal Engineers used a trigonometrical survey to obtain the lay of the land. After carefully measuring a baseline with an 100-foot steel chain, areas to be mapped were covered by an extended system of triangulation using a theodolite to take the bearings. The survey would commence with the engineers taking an overview of the area from a high eminence and setting out leveling stakes — marked at the height of the theodolite telescope — on the top of hills, along ridges and watercourses, and at significant objects, selected as appropriate triangulation stations. While taking the bearings, field notes and rough sketches were made of the area surrounding each station for future reference when plotting the features on a map, and conspicuous objects within the main triangles were fixed by running secondary and tertiary triangulations. Interior details were mapped directly on the site using a plane table or portfolio sketch-book and compass. For general mapping purposes, the latitude and longitude of several of the survey stations were taken by astronomical observations.

In heavily wooded or rugged areas where triangulations would be difficult to establish, the Royal Engineers ran theodolite traverses. Prominent features of the terrain to either side of the traverse were sketched and their position fixed by running traverse legs using simply a compass or sextant to take the bearing angle, and the 66-foot Gunter chain to measure the distance. Theodolite traverses were also run where a linear, rather than an areal, survey was required such as in routing a road or canal through an area previously mapped.

On the British topographical survey in the 1820s, levelling was done by sighting on the levelling stakes and recording the angles of elevation or depression. Where marked changes
occurred in the terrain between stations, sightings were taken along the bearing line using a levelling staff with a target set at the height of the optical axis of the telescope, and the distances were chained along the ground slope. A calculation was then made to determine the number of links to deduct from each chain to obtain the true horizontal distance. Bench Marks -- the Ordnance's board arrow perpendicular to a horizontal groove -- were established on boundary stones, painted on rocks, or occasionally blazed on trees, at stations about one-half mile apart to provide fixed reference points for the survey. The levels were taken at the same time as the triangulations were run, using a single instrument -- the theodolite -- set at the triangulation stations, and the altitude readings obtained were sufficiently accurate for topographical mapping. However, where highly accurate levels were required such as in surveying for the construction of fortifications or canals, the Royal Engineers used a different instrument in a system of levelling favoured by civil engineers.

On construction projects, whether civil or military, theodolites were generally employed for mapping the ground, and levelling was done separately using a spirit level to trace horizontal lines between levelling staffs. To expedite the levelling and eliminate any errors due to refraction and curvature, the spirit level was positioned equidistant between two levelling staffs, with the back station staff and instrument being leapfrogged forward and set up in the same manner after each set of readings. The difference in any set of readings yielded directly the difference in elevation, and the readings were easily plotted in preparing profiles. All elevations were customarily recorded with respect to a selected datum level to facilitate the computing of embanking and excavation work, and a comparison by eye with the actual terrain. Moreover, distances were invariably measured by horizontal chaining, breaking chain on steep slopes, so as to eliminate any need for further calculations.

After completing a preliminary survey to determine the most appropriate routing for the canal, a more detailed survey followed to fix the position of the canal structures and stake out the canal cuts. The canal was laid out by positioning 'level pegs' along one side of the proposed canal cut and a 'middle range' of stakes, or pickets, down the centre line. The level pegs, set two or three chains apart, had a cross piece to indicate the height of the embankment. Prior to the commencement of the excavation work, small embankments -- slope holds -- were thrown up along both sides of the cut and narrow trenches -- lock spits -- were dug across the canal at intervals to indicate the required slope of the embankment. Locks were given lifts from seven to ten feet to overcome corresponding differences in elevation, and were grouped in flights where required to surmount greater heights.

These were the surveying systems known to the Royal Engineers, and John Mactaggart, on undertaking the survey and laying out of the Rideau Canal; but on first penetrating into the heavily-forested Rideau interior, the British-trained engineers were as yet totally inexperienced in surveying in a wilderness. It
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remained to be seen whether their surveying methods could be employed on a wilderness survey.

RIDEAU CANAL: OVERLAND SECTION

On the Rideau project, the area between the proposed new entrance valley and the Rideau River above the Hog's Back was virtually unknown, and the normal procedure would have been to prepare a topographical map of the area by triangulation, preparatory to running a theodolite traverse and preparing profiles along the most promising canal route. But in a wilderness, such a procedure was impracticable. No overview of the area could be obtained, and the setting out of levelling stakes and running of triangulations was out of the question. To obtain ready information on the lay of the land to the rear of the Entrance Valley, Colonel By was reduced to simply running a reconnaissance traverse. Early in November 1826, he sent an eight-man survey crew consisting of Mactaggart, two surveyors — Thomas Burrows and John Burrows —, three axemen and two men to carry provisions, with instructions to run a traverse directly inland toward the Rideau River.

On the reconnaissance traverse, a theodolite was used to take the bearings and levels with the assistance of the axemen who cut lines of sight through the trees and underbrush. However, Mactaggart did not record his elevations by taking vertical angles. To the contrary, he took 'flying levels' which were defined as 'a rough guess to a foot, more or less, of the rise and fall of the country about any fixed data'. In retrospect, it appears that these readings were taken simply by levelling the theodolite base, setting the vertical arc to zero, and guessing the height of the land relative to objects on the line of sight. Distances were probably chained, or perhaps merely paced. While Mactaggart ran his theodolite traverse, his assistants spent each day exploring and making rough sketches of the swamps, gullies, hills and streams encountered. Proceeding in this manner, it took three days of 'fagging' labour just to run the traverse roughly 4.5 miles from the Entrance Valley to the Rideau River, and accomplish work which, as Mactaggart noted, could easily have been completed in a day in England where the lay of the land would be visible from the top of any hill.

Having struck the river, Mactaggart found a high ridge of rock extending across the interior some 60 feet above the bottom level of the proposed canal, with the land beyond falling into a deep swampy depression. To determine if the canal could be routed through and across such obstacles at the 80-feet level involved potentially a great deal of exceptionally-difficult and time-consuming work exploring, mapping and levelling a heavily-wooded area four miles by eight miles in extent. Initial efforts to expand the survey found the men wading through an extensive swamp -- Dow's Great Swamp -- crossing deep water-filled gullies and often crawling in water to penetrate the thick underbrush. Under such conditions, it proved impossible to undertake a proper survey, and they withdrew to the Ottawa River to await the winter freeze-up.
Mactaggart and his survey party had to wait until the ice in the swamp froze sufficiently hard to bear a man's weight before undertaking the preliminary survey on the first section of the canal. However, when the survey commenced on 20 December, they found that one difficulty, that of having to wade through an extensive swamp and flooded gullies, had been eliminated, but temperatures could range as low as 22°F Fahrenheit below zero, that the adjustment screws on the theodolite continually froze up. From the first day, the snow was more than one foot deep forcing the party to wear snowshoes which Mactaggart found very cumbersome and, in being ignorant of the different types of ice, the surveyors often broke through and suffered continually from being wet and frostbitten. At the close of each working day, the survey party went to the edge of the swamp where they could procure dry cedar firewood. After a crude meal of roast pork, bread and tea, supplemented by weak grog, the axemen built a rough lean-to and cut hemlock boughs on which the men would lay with their feet toward the fire, huddled together 'like a parcel of spoons' for mutual warmth during the night. Often, they awoke to find their hair frozen fast to the ground.*4

The severe conditions under which the winter survey was carried out were, although appalling to Mactaggart, a British-trained engineer, typical of what men faced working in the Canadian bush in winter. However, bush surveying proved an extremely difficult and frustrating endeavour, even moreso because of the very nature of the surveying process itself which was ill-suited to that sort of terrain.

Surveying in the bush presented a peculiar problem because the trees were so thick that a prospect, or overview, of more than fifteen feet could not be obtained without employing axemen to cut lines of sight, and the surveyors had to work literally in the dark where the tops of the trees formed an umbrella shutting out the sun. In the absence of the sun and open areas, it proved impossible to readily ascertain the general lay of the land round about and, in contrast to the situation on topographical surveys in Britain, the relative position of the features encountered was not known or readily apparent. The survey party was forced to grope for the lay of the land, with the surveyors using compasses to guide the axemen in cutting, and chaining, lines of sight through the trees, and employing a theodolite to take the bearings and vertical angles.

At the start of the preliminary survey for routing the canal, a position fix was taken on the Entrance Valley -- established as latitude 45° 30' north, longitude 77° 20' west -- and then a traverse was run into the interior skirting rocky ridges and low-lying swamps in an effort to route the canal as closely as possible to the 80-foot level. But once in the interior, orientation became a problem as the position of their ultimate objective, the deep stillwater above the Hog's Back, was not known with any degree of precision.25 Indeed, an accurate map of the Ottawa River/Entrance Valley/lower Rideau River area was not prepared until the commencement of the detailed Rideau Canal survey in the winter of 1827-28, at which time a base-line was established, apparently on the ice of the Ottawa
River, and the area mapped by an extended series of triangulations tying in with the theodolite traverse run earlier by Mactaggart. But in December 1826, the rough sketch maps of the Rideau River in Mactaggart's possession were not sufficiently accurate to orient his survey, and sending someone up the Rideau to take a position fix on the stillwater would have been of little use as the system of astronomical observations then in use was not sufficiently accurate or reliable for his purpose. In such circumstances, the running of a traverse through the interior proved a very slow and laborious process, and Mactaggart soon realized that if something were not done to establish the compass bearing of the stillwater, and to facilitate the taking of long lines of sight through the bush, the work could not be completed in any reasonable period of time. After some thought, both problems were overcome.

To obtain the bearing of the Rideau River above the Hog's Back, men were sent off toward the river with instructions to proceed upstream to the base of the stillwater, select a tall pine tree on the highest ground in the vicinity, and pile firewood around it. When set afire at night the needle of flame proved visible from as far as ten miles away, and it enabled Mactaggart to establish a compass bearing from the Beaver Meadow, at the base of a line of shallow swamps six chains inland from the Entrance Valley, to the stillwater. To facilitate the taking of long lines of sight, Mactaggart placed a candle in a small lantern on the levelling staff — presumably at a height corresponding to the optical axis of the theodolite — and the staff man penetrated into the bush chaining his way along the bearing of the intended traverse, guided by a compass. At marked changes in the terrain, the candle was lit and the staff moved back and forth across the bearing line until the leveller spotted the star formed by the candle flame in the sights of the theodolite. He would then shout instructions or blow a horn, to guide the positioning of the staff. The vertical angle was recorded in the fieldbook by the light of a second candle positioned on the theodolite base, to aid in reading the vernier scale during the dark days of a winter survey in the bush. In this manner, sights were taken over distances of forty chains or more. In the absence of a second compass, the staff man simply blew another horn to guide the surveyor up to his station where the distance was recorded prior to the staff being taken forward to establish the next station.

Despite the difficulties experienced both in surveying in the bush and combatting the elements, the preliminary survey of the first section of the Rideau Canal was completed by 28 December 1826, and a report prepared. The report commented on several alternative routings for parts of the canal line selected, discussed the advantages and difficulties of each, the differences in elevation to be overcome, and the proposed location of the canal structures required. From the survey report, a map was prepared showing the proposed route by which the canal was to be carried at the 80-foot level from the Entrance Valley to the Rideau River at Peter's Gully, just below the Hog's Back. This was to be done by excavating in clay and earth from the Entrance Valley to the Beaver Meadow and then directly to the so-called 'Notch of the Mountain,' a gap (near
present-day Bank Street) in the high ridge which, as dis­covered earlier, crossed the interior perpendicular to the path of the proposed canal. The low-lying land in Dow's Great Swamp was to be crossed by erecting an earth mound aqueduct, about twenty-six feet by 457 yards long, after which the canal was to be excavated along the slope of the hills of Nepean to Peter's Gully where a dam was proposed to raise the river waters to the 80-foot level. From Peter's Gully, the canal followed the course of the river to the Hog's Back where a second dam, forty-five feet high, and three lift locks were to raise the water in the rapids to the 100-foot level of the deep stillwater 2.5 miles further upstream.29

During the December 1826 survey, Mactaggart also ran a traverse at the 80-foot level along the slope of the high ground bordering the west side of Dow's Great Swamp in routing a proposed future branch canal from the planned Dow's swamp aqueduct to the upper Ottawa River just above the Deschenes Rapids.30 In the course of that work, he investigated the possibility of routing the Rideau Canal directly inland from the Ottawa River across the LeBreton Flats and through Dow's Great Swamp along the relatively-flat ground on the alignment of present-day Preston Street. However, this route was rejected, as ultimately the height to be surmounted to gain the stillwater remained the same, and it was better to group the locks at the Entrance Valley than spread them throughout the interior. Moreover, the Entrance Valley was a naturally strong defensive position, and Colonel By planned to defend the canal by constructing a major fortress there on what eventually became Parliament Hill.31

Although the canal layout proposed by Mactaggart was not as straightforward as Colonel By had hoped for, it did provide a practicable layout that enabled work to proceed on the first section of the canal, and it avoided the heavy rock excavation required on Clowes' proposed route where the Rideau Falls and lower Rideau River rapids were to have been surmounted by excavating a total of five miles of canal cuts anywhere from seven to thirty-two feet in depth through solid rock.32 Moreover, as anticipated, once the land along the route was cleared and a more extensive detailed survey completed, it proved possible to improve the layout to effect further savings. The line of canal between the Entrance Valley and Dow's Great Swamp was swung eastward to follow the course of a natural gully for a distance of two miles,33 and a second mound was erected at a narrow point in Dow's swamp — just to the south of present-day Carling Avenue between the hills rising to the Experimental Farm to the west and Bronson Avenue to the east. The second mound raised the waters in the swamp to form Dow's Lake, thereby avoiding the difficulty and expense of constructing an aqueduct atop the first mount. Furthermore, two of the planned Hog's Back lift locks were moved to an intermediate point where the hills of Nepean rose out of the swamp. There, at Hartwell's, the canal was stepped up twenty-two feet and carried along the top of the high ground directly to the Hog's Back. This straightened the canal by avoiding the necessity of winding in and out along the 80-foot contour of the Nepean Hills, eliminated the need for a dam across the Rideau River at Peter's Gully, and required only one lift lock at the Hog's Back dam.34
Once having joined the Rideau River near the Hog's Back, the canal was to be carried through the interior to Kingston on the Rideau and Cataraqui Rivers. On the river sections of the canal, Colonel By initially planned to rely on Clowes' levels and to adhere closely to Clowes' routing of the canal until the worksites were cleared. Then the levels were to be checked, improvements made in the proposed canal layout wherever possible, and detailed sections prepared to determine the precise position of the canal structures and the excavations required. As soon as the spring floods began to subside in May 1827, Colonel By and his engineering staff set out from the Hog's Back on a reconnaissance trip through the proposed canal route, accompanied by contractors interested in bidding on the canal works. Enroute work which was expected to take three weeks was accomplished in three days as the French Canadian voyageurs who manned the canoes set the accustomed pace of the fur trade brigades, rising as early as 4.00 a.m. and paddling almost incessantly for up to sixteen hours a day with only brief stops at the portages where By's staff explored the proposed locksites.

While enroute, the changing width and depth of the river was recorded, as well as the nature of the riverbed -- whether of bedrock, boulders or clay -- and the velocity of the current was estimated. Notes were taken as to where a river required clearing out, the nature and difficulty of the work, and its probable cost. The changing heights of the river banks were estimated by eye in passing, and the type of trees recorded to indicate the nature of soil to be found there. Where rapids were encountered, sketches were made showing the various obstacles, and Clowes' proposed line of canal through or around them. The lengths of the canal cuts were estimated, and the fall of the rapids recorded from the elevations in Clowes' report. The type of material to be excavated, whether rock, clay or loam, was noted, as well as the composition of the rock whether granite, layered or solid limestone and/or fine or coarse-grained sandstone. Estimates were made of the amount of land that would be flooded by the canal structures, and agreements were made with several settlers and contractors to clear the locksites, search for good building stone and open supply roads through the bush.

The reconnaissance trip proved very satisfying to Colonel By. There appeared to be an abundance of good building materials close to most of the worksites and the water, with the exception of the rapids and a number of shallows, was generally five feet or more deep throughout the whole canal route. However, Clowes' mapping of the Cataraqui River proved highly inaccurate, and his routing of the canal objectionable. Clowes had carried his canal cuts over and past obstacles in as straight a line as possible, whereas Colonel By wished to reduce the amount of excavating required in the rock of the Canadian Shield by following the lay of the land and taking advantage of snies, or flood channels, in positioning the canal structures. Indeed, to Colonel By the configuration of the rivers, which consisted for the most part of numerous long level stillwaters lined by high ground or swamps and separated
by rapids and waterfalls, was such that the proper line and layout for the canal appeared perfectly obvious, even natural. Hence, he decided to adopt a slackwater system of canal construction in preference to Clowes' system of canal cuts.

In laying out the canal, Clowes had planned to stay as close as possible to the natural level of the rivers, and surmount obstacles by either excavating canal cut by-passes or constructing a series of low overflow dams to step up through the rapids. None of his dams was to exceed ten feet in height, and generally a single lock was to be positioned adjacent to each dam and in each canal cut. In contrast, Colonel By planned to construct fewer dams of much greater height, flooding back the river through the rapids to form deep navigable stillwaters -- so-called slackwaters -- stretching on a level from the top of one overflow dam to a point six feet above the riverbed at the base of the next dam upstream. The river banks and the margins of the swamps appeared sufficiently high to enable this to be done without recourse to heavy embanking, and grouping the locks beside the dams in conjunction with raising the water levels would eliminate the need for long canal cuts. Ultimately, this configuration of canal enabled Colonel By to reduce Clowes' planned twenty-five miles of canal cuts to only 8.5 miles, but it required the construction of massive dams, the largest of which ranged as high as thirty-one feet at Long Island, forty-nine feet at the Hog's Back, and the unprecedented height for a North American dam of sixty-two feet at Jones Falls. At the conclusion of the reconnaissance trip. Colonel By added three military engineers from the Kingston garrison to his staff, and then returned to Bytown to prepare for the commencement of the preliminary survey required to lay out the slackwater navigation while his surveyors proceeded to map the Cataraqui River.

In mapping a river, the practice was to run a theodolite or compass traverse parallel to the river course, and measure off-sets to the high-water mark. On broad rivers, the width was measured by triangulation, and on narrow rivers by chaining or estimating the distance. However, By's staff could not employ this traditional system of mapping on the Cataraqui River where the heavy forest underbrush, the high rocky terrain, and numerous swamps along the course of a meandering river precluded traverses being run along the river bank.

To map the wide mouth of the Cataraqui River above Kingston, a chain of triangles was set out from one bank to another. As the river narrowed, the surveyors remained in their canoes running compass traverses on the river surface with long bearing lines limited only by riverbends. The stations were generally in the middle of the river, and where it widened into small lakes, a number of compass bearings were taken from a central station on the water to the margins of the lake and to prominent features, such as islands. In proceeding from the back station to the forward station, soundings were taken at regular intervals along each bearing, and the changing nature of the riverbed -- whether rock, mud or clay -- was recorded. The distances between stations were apparently estimated by eye. Great accuracy was not required, and the compass survey sufficed for plotting a rough map of the river system.
When the preliminary survey for laying out the slackwater navigation commenced above the Hog's Back in June 1827, the thick underbrush along the river banks and intervening swamps again precluded a traverse being readily run and accurate levels taken. To enable planning to proceed pending the clearing of the land, levels were taken only at the rapids and portages where canal structures were required, and the depth of the water was sounded immediately above and below the rapids and at shallows encountered on the river stretches. Levels were taken as accurately as possible and rounded off to the nearest inch in calculating the lock lifts. It was assumed that the river was level between locksites, as it was on the natural stillwaters, and the height of the dam and lift required at each locksite was calculated on the basis of the difference in elevation to be surmounted there. This included the addition of the depth of water that had to be backed up by the dam to provide a minimum six-foot depth of water all the way up to the base of the next dam upstream. The width of the river banks was recorded at the planned dam sites, probably by chaining directly across the rapids, and the terrain around each of the locksites was explored to locate sines, and natural depressions, in which to position the locks. The canal structures were staked out, and notes taken on the material to be excavated as well as on the presumed difficulty of the work. On the river, the height of the banks was again estimated in passing to determine if the raised water could be held without heavy embanking or flooding potentially valuable farm land. The distance between locksites was roughly estimated, and the volume and flow of the river was periodically calculated to ascertain whether there would be sufficient water to operate the locks without lowering the water level.

On the preliminary survey of the river courses from the Hog's Back to Kingston, the severe cold of the previous winter's overland survey was replaced by the miseries of working in the bush during the summer. In the woods and swamps along the river, black flies and mosquitoes swarmed in clouds about the survey party, leaving the men with bloody swollen faces and hands, as grease and camphor oil proved useless repellants. On the open river and lakes, the sun's rays blistered tender raw skin forming painful ulcers. At night, sleep proved impossible unless totally enveloped in a smokey fire to ward off the mosquitoes, and the men often slept soaked to the skin from wading across rivers and working during heavy rainfalls. On the Cataraqui where the mapping was yet to be completed, the whole survey party at one point became lost in the endless swamps, floating bog islands, and flooded stands of dead timber, and would have been unable to proceed had it not been for a chance encounter with an Indian hunter who guided them to the river outlet of Cranberry Marsh. In the swamps, the men became sick with lake fever, a virulent form of malaria which they mistakenly assumed was caused by the foul air arising from the rotting vegetable matter floating on the water, and dysentery struck hard on their drinking the foul swamp water. After enduring such an experience and returning to Britain, Mactaggart wrote that 'nothing on earth would make me do over again what I have done.'
Regardless of the miseries endured, with the system adopted for conducting the preliminary river survey there were few problems that could not be overcome. The course of the rivers did not have to be mapped in detail or accurately levelled throughout during the preliminary survey and at the lock-sites, where accurate levels were required, the relatively short distances could be readily measured by chaining horizontally along the bank or in the river rapids with lines of sight being quickly cut where needed to facilitate the taking of levels with a spirit level/levelling staffs. In this manner, the preliminary river survey was completed as of 3 August, and by 25 October 1827, plans were prepared for every lock-site showing the layout and elevation of the canal structures required there. By the spring of 1828, all of the works were contracted out with payment to be made as the work progressed at a contracted rate per cubic yard of excavation in rock and earth, and per cubic foot of masonry laid in the wall. The only unfinished work, insofar as the preliminary river survey was concerned, was to obtain levels for the descent of the Cataraqui River through several two-mile-long rifts, or riffles, in a swampy area where levelling had proved totally impossible. There a rough estimate had to be made of the drop in the river at each site. Subsequent efforts to run the levels during the winter were frustrated by the floating bushes, bogs and decayed vegetable matter which prevented the ice from freezing solid in the swamps. Eventually accurate levels were only obtained by the laborious effort of constructing a series of temporary timber crib dams across the river to flood back the water through the rifts and swamps.

Once the land was cleared at the lock-sites, a detailed survey was undertaken and a continuous series of levels run through the whole line of canal. This resulted in minor changes being made in the canal layout, to take better advantage of the terrain or to compensate for levelling errors and/or erroneous estimates made during the preliminary survey. At the lock-sites, small errors of several inches were discovered in some of the recorded levels, and the assumption that the river was level between lock-sites resulted in the difference of elevation to be surmounted being in error by from one to two feet at several lock-sites. At Nicholson's, a gross error of 4'2" was discovered.

The minor errors in level were readily overcome by raising, or lowering, the planned height of the dam and lock lift while construction proceeded, and fortunately the river banks at Nicholson's admitted of the water level being raised sufficiently to compensate for the error without extensive embanking. The most costly mistakes occurred in several instances where the height of the riverbanks between lock-sites was overestimated. This necessitated either heavy embanking work to hold the raised water, or the lowering of the dam and lock lift in conjunction with excavation work in the riverbed upstream to obtain a navigable depth of water. Where the riverbanks proved appreciably higher than estimated, as was the case above Clowes' Quarry and Kingston Mills, the height of the dam and the lock lift were increased substantially to flood back the water over rapids immediately upstream, thereby eliminating the need for planned canal structures there.
Further modifications in the canal layout were required at a number of lock sites subsequent to June 1828 when it was decided to retain the six-foot depth of navigation, but increase the locks to 33 feet by 134 feet to enable steamboats to pass through the canal. In addition, several minor changes were made in the canal configuration. However, these changes were not the result of surveying errors and otherwise the Rideau Canal, which opened in May 1832, was constructed in keeping with the layout adopted on the basis of information provided by the surveying methods employed during the preliminary survey through the Rideau wilderness.

CONCLUSION

Whether laying out the overland or river sections of the Rideau Canal, the engineers on Colonel By’s staff were unable to employ the surveying systems in use on topographical and canal surveys in Britain. In the Upper Canadian bush, triangulation, theodolite traverses, and the spirit level system of levelling were impracticable and the chaining of traverses along the riverbanks all but impossible. Hence on first penetrating into the Rideau interior to lay out the canal, the engineers had to abandon any idea of accurately mapping the topography along the proposed canal route in favour of running a mere reconnaissance traverse overland, and resorting to rough compass traverses, with distances being simply estimated by eye, for the initial river mapping. Prior to the land being cleared, accurate levels were possible only at the proposed lock sites along the rivers, and overland even the running of a reconnaissance traverse — taking rough 'flying levels' with axemen cutting lines of sight — proved overly time-consuming and difficult. The impossibility of surveying through swamps necessitated further improvisations such as the awaiting of the winter freeze-up to run the preliminary survey, and eventually the temporary damming of the Cataraqui River to obtain accurate levels through areas where instrument levelling was impossible. Even then, the preliminary survey would have taken an inordinate amount of time to complete had it not been for the introduction of new surveying techniques — the directional fire and the candle light sighting system — worked out to overcome an orientation problem and to obtain long lines of sight through the bush.

Using such methods, the preliminary survey was of course far less accurate than similar surveys on canal projects in Britain but well within an acceptable range of error, and the levels, on the basis of which planning and construction proceeded, were later found to accord reasonably well with the accurate levels obtained when the land was cleared. The changes made in the canal layout after the follow-up detailed survey were, for the most part, such as were required on any canal construction project following the preliminary survey, regardless of the terrain. Errors were made on the Rideau project, but in view of the difficulties overcome, the suffering endured and the methods that had to be adopted to complete the preliminary survey, the wonder is not that errors were made in running the levels but that they were relatively few and generally of a very minor nature. In laying out the Rideau Canal, the British-trained engineers responded remarkably well to the
demands and constraints of a wilderness survey, and succeeded in overcoming all but insuperable difficulties through adaptation, endurance, and some ingenuity.
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